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The campaign addresses 

polarizing and politically charged 

issues – bias, discrimination, and 

prejudice – by celebrating the 

one thing everyone can relate 

to… 

 

   love. 

 



Introduction 

 

Bias, prejudice, and discrimination are perhaps the most polarizing problems facing America today. Yet 85% 

of Americans consider themselves to be unprejudiced. 

 

Most adults will resist messages that suggest they are biased, but will be far less implicitly biased if they are 

exposed to individuals different from them. We needed an approachable creative solution that helped 

people recognize the biases they didn’t even know they had. 

 

This strategy translated into a deeply emotional creative idea: An x-ray screen hid the identities of real 

people as they embraced, danced, and kissed. Viewers mentally filled in the blanks of what constituted 

friendship, romantic love, and family. When the couples were revealed, so too were individual biases, as 

each relationship spanned different religions, races, disabilities, and more, demonstrating that “love has no 

labels.”  

 

This idea was further brought to life by an unprecedented collaboration of iconic brands, including The 

Coca-Cola Company, PepsiCo, P&G, Unilever, Allstate and State Farm. These leading brands united in 

solidarity and temporarily “unlabeled” themselves in the name of diversity and inclusion. 

 

In only a few months, the campaign video achieved over 110 million views and started to shift attitudes and 

behaviors surrounding diversity and inclusion. 



The Issue: 

 

Our society is fraught with tension. Labels 

unnecessarily divide us. 

 
Discrimination based on labels such as race, ethnicity, gender, 
disability, religion and sexual orientation is hurting millions of 
Americans daily.  
 
For example… 

 
• 1 in 5 LGBT Americans feel that there is little or no 

acceptance of their community.1 

 
• 6 in 10 Latinos say that anti-Latino discrimination is a major 

problem.2 

 
• 6 in 10 African Americans say that they are not satisfied 

with the way they are treated in society.3 

 
• Up to 85 percent of students with disabilities experience 

bullying.4 
 
Sources 
1Pew Research Center, 2013.    
2Pew Hispanic Center, 2013.   
3Gallup Poll, 2013.  
4 American Association of People with Disabilities. 
 



The Insight: 

 

Through in-depth literature reviews and primary interviews with a wide range of 

Americans across age, gender, race and ethnicities, there was one insight that 

rose to the top: 

 

Most Americans consider themselves to be unprejudiced.  

 

We all want to be perceived as kind and fair; however, we unconsciously hold 

negative associations against those who we see as different than ourselves.  

 

This implicit bias fuels negative stereotypes within and across communities (e.g. 

at work, in schools, in our justice system, etc.) which are often manifested in 

small and large ways.   
 
 



Our Challenge: 

 

 

 

 

Encourage Americans to reconsider the biases they do not know they have. 



Our Communication Strategy: Educate and Celebrate 

 
Promote acceptance and celebrate differences 
 
Inspire people to show their acceptance of diversity 
 
Raise awareness of implicit biases that exist in our culture 
 
Empower people to stand up against bias 
 
 
 

  

 

Our Brand Strategy: Reliable, Broad-reaching and Unique 

 
Engage iconic corporate partners to adopt the campaign and spread the message  
 
Solicit a wide range of media platforms  to support the message 

 
Work with leading non-profit partners to inform the communication strategy and content 
 



The Big Idea: 

 

To end bias, we need to first become aware of it. 

 

And then we need to do everything within our power 

to stop it. 

 

 

 



Creative Activation:  

We filmed a live installation on Valentine’s Day that featured x-ray skeletons dancing, hugging, and kissing, allowing the crowd 

to mentally fill in the blanks and guess who was behind the screen. The real couples and relationships were later revealed: a 

mixed race heterosexual couple, Muslim and Jewish friends, a homosexual couple and their adopted son, and more. This stunt 

exposed viewers’ implicit biases and reminded us that no matter how we are labeled on the outside, we’re all human on the 

inside. The recorded stunt was used for TV PSAs and an online video that drove viewers to test their own biases on the campaign 

website and share their stories of love and diversity. 



 
 
 

Digital Launch 

In early March, our campaign video 

debuted exclusively on Upworthy to 

their community of nearly 8 million 

social do-gooders.  

 

Within 24 hours the video was 

viewed 11 million times.  



Corporate Partners 

Our brand partners stripped 

their iconic brands and 

labels on Facebook  and 

shared the viral film. 



Print Web Banners 



Bias Quiz 

Faces of Love 

Tips 

Campaign  materials drove to LoveHasNoLabels.com, 

where users could learn about bias, take a bias quiz, get 

tips on how to challenge bias, use the Faces of Love tool 

to join the campaign, and more. 

 

Campaign Fulfillment 



Social Media Campaigns  

In April, we asked users to share photos and 

their #LoveHasNoLabels story about diversity. 

So far, we’ve collected over 200 stories in 

our social gallery.    



Social Media Campaigns – Mother’s Day Activation  



Over 1 billion impressions resulting from  

media coverage, which included: 

 Good Morning America  

 World News Tonight  

 The Washington Post 

 The Wall Street Journal 

 Chicago Tribune 

 CNN 

 Today.com   

 The Huffington Post  

 Mashable 

 Buzzfeed 

 SheKnows 

 Cosmopolitan 

 People 

 GOOD 

 Creativity 

 US Weekly 

 Hollywood Reporter 

Campaign Buzz 



Michelle Obama 
(1.62m followers)  

Sofia Vergara  
(6.9m followers)  

Born This Way  
(500k followers) 

George Takei  
(8.5m followers)  

Deepak Chopra  
(2.2m followers)  

Sophia Bush 
(1.2m followers)  

As the media continued 

to spread the word, so 

too did millions on social 

media including many 

well known celebrities. 

Campaign Buzz 



Results  

Online video exposure (3/2 – 6/30)  

 Over 110 million views  

 825,000 likes  

 1.6 million shares  

  

• Second most viewed community & activism campaign of all time 1 

• Most viewed branded video campaign of 2015, to date 1 

• 20th most viewed branded video campaign of all time 1 

• Best performing video on Upworthy ever 2 
 
 

Website engagement (2/10 – 6/30)  

 909,462 visits to the website 3 

 60,059 quiz engagements, with a 52% completion rate 4 

 

 
Sources 
1Visible Measures, 2015.  
2Upworthy, 2015.    

3Google Analytics, 2015.  
4Survey Gizmo, 2015. 



Results  

Awareness & Behaviors 

 In only 4 months, awareness of the Love Has No Labels campaign (31% of  

 adults) is higher than most of our campaigns after one year1 

 There has been an increase in the number of adults who report they are 

 regularly accepting of others and/or encourage others to be more inclusive1 

Source 
1“Public Affairs Tracking Omnibus,” Ipsos, February 2015 – June 2015.  
 



“that was the sweetest video I have ever seen! It can be helpful in school 
because if everyone saw that and realized that we really are all the same on the 
inside than maybe everyone would be a little less judgmental. This video taught 

me that Just because you can see who is who on the surface no one really knows 
who each other is on the inside.”  Lindsay, High School Senior 

Individual Impact 



Love Has 
No Labels 

“Hate cannot drive out hate. Only love can do that.” 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 


